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Amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) have been widely used in pharmaceutical 

industries mainly because of the increased solubility of drugs and its high dissolution rate in 
amorphous form. However, ASDs have the risk of transformation from amorphous to crystalline 
form, which deteriorates its advantages.  (Polyvinyl caprolactam-polyvinyl acetate-polyethylene 
glycol graft co-polymer) Soluplus® and (Polyvinylpyrrolidone) PVP have been shown to 
increase the stability of the ASD and therefore become interests for pharmaceutical industries.  
In this work, we evaluate the influence of relative humidity (RH) on the mechanical properties of 
these two polymers. Moisture content in polymers as a function of RH was determined by 
Dynamic vapor absorption (DVS).  Tablets were obtained by compressing Soluplus® and PVP 
powders under controlled pressures (50-350MPa) on a materials testing machine (Zwick).  
Mechanical properties of tablets of pure polymers were evaluated in terms of hardness (by 
indentation), modulus of elasticity (by three-point bending test) and tablet tensile strength 
(calculated from the breaking force determined using a texture analyzer).  Powder flowability 
was quantified by a shear cell.  Both polymers formed a solution at RH > 75% at room 
temperature.  When RH is below 75%, tabletability of both Soluplus® and PVP increased with 
increasing RH.  However, at high humidities (> 56%), PVP tablets yielded under stress instead 
of breaking during the diametrical breaking test.  Hardness and Young’s modulus of both 
Soluplus® and PVP tablets at zero porosity decreased with increasing RH, which suggest 
enhanced plasticity at higher RH.  This explains the improved tabletability of the two polymers 
by increasing RH.  Moreover, flowability of both Soluplus® and PVP deteriorated with increasing 
humidity.    RH significantly impact flow and mechanical properties of Soluplus® and PVP.  Thus, 
RH should be controlled during manufacturing of tablets containing these two polymers.   

 
 


